OATAO is an open access repository that collects the work of Toulouse researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible. Abstract. Whilst task models are perceived as critical artifacts within User Centered Design methods, task models development is often considered as a resource and time consuming activity. Structuring techniques can support handling issues such as reuse and scalability and can improve analysts' productivity and the overall quality of models. In this paper we propose (based on the notation of the HAMSTERS project) several means to structure task models and present how they can be used in order to increase reusability and scalability in task models. Besides sub-models and sub-routines, generic components are described. These mechanisms are duly illustrated within a project for the ground segments of satellite missions. This paper shows, by example, how such elements look like and how both readability and quality of models is improved by their use.
Introduction
It is widely accepted that models help to explore and understand new domains by providing insights into the domain at an abstract level, avoiding going too early into details and supporting communication between the various stakeholders (by providing unambiguous descriptions). For designing interactive systems, task models are a valuable source of knowledge as they represent large quantity of information related to user goals and to the activities to be carried out in order to reach those goals. Task models are particularly useful when describing complex activities for which informal descriptions (e.g. natural language text) are not manageable. Task models contain information that can be used to assess the complexity of activities in terms of number of actions to be performed, knowledge and skills required to carry out activities, information and objects required to accomplish tasks. By providing unambiguous descriptions, task models can be used to check the consistency of the information described and to detect modeling mistakes. Moreover, task models help analysts reason about activities, for example, about possible migration of tasks from the user to the system.
Despite all the advantages of task models, if the activities to be represented are complex, the resulting models might become complex too. Complexity in models is a recurrent problem with model-based approaches that might require significant availability of resources which is sometimes perceived as too much effort, too long to produce and not being cost effective enough. This might be true if every model has to be developed from scratch each time a new application is considered and if the modeling techniques are not equipped with adequate tool support. Moreover, beyond toolsupport, model complexity is also a concern at the notation level.
In [15] , a detailed argumentation is presented about the fact that abstraction and refinement of task models is not sufficient for handling large real world applications. For that two mechanisms were proposed (sub-models and sub-routines) to deal with complexity in task models. In the present paper we revisit these mechanisms and we propose a third one (component) that provides a powerful mean for reusing models parts. These three mechanisms are aimed at supporting rapid task-model development by structuring models and improving reuse of existing models. All these mechanisms are illustrated using the notation HAMSTERS which has been fully integrated in the eponym project and tool support [17] . These mechanisms can be used with other task model notations, but HAMSTERS already has them fully embedded. A full description of other objects (data, information, objects, knowledge...) in a HAMSTERS task model can be found in [16] .
Three Mechanisms for Supporting Structuring and Reuse in Task Models
This section presents three mechanisms for structuring task models: sub-models, sub-routines and components.
Sub-models
Sub-models are based on the refinement/abstraction principle and make possible to define elementary reusable bricks in task models. A large task model can thus be decomposed into several duplications of elementary tasks (called sub-models). These sub-models can then be reused (as a kind of "copy") in various places of the same model and even in other models. Each time one of the attributes of these elementary sub-models is modified, the modification is reflected in all the other "copies" of the same sub-model.
Characteristics
While task notations propose reuse at the class level (an example of such a class being a "motor task type") the sub-model proposes reuse at the instance level. For example, if in a task model, a task "push button" appears many times (because moving the lever can be performed by users for reaching multiple goals, such as to change gears in a car to reduce or to increase velocity) the sub-model construct makes it possible to handle those instances altogether.
Advantages and Limitations
• The gathering of elementary tasks into a set of which all the elements can be manipulated at once. It reduces viscosity as changing one attribute of a task (e.g. name) is automatically reflected to the entire set it belongs to.
• Explicit representation of identical activities. The sub-models allow analysts to represent in an explicit manner the fact that several task models involve exactly the same elementary tasks.
• This mechanism does not provide support for reducing the size of the models.
• This mechanism provides support for reusing recurrent activities previously recorded. In a given domain (e.g. aeronautics) the activities of the operators are usually identified and codified. Sub-models make it easy to explicitly build a library of elementary tasks that can then be quickly reused while building models that correspond to interactions with new devices or systems. Fig. 1 illustrates sub-models in HAMSTERS (Fig. 2 b) .depicts the task types available in the HAMSTERS notation). Copy tasks (such as the bottom left one "Push button" is the same sub model as the task with the same name under the disengage abstract task. All the properties of these two leaf tasks are shared and changing the type or name of one is immediately reflected on the other one. In HAMSTERS, "Copy" is an attribute of a task and it can be defined by selecting the checkbox "copy task" as shown in Fig. 2 a) .
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Sub-routines
Sub-routines are used to structure task models and to define information passing between task models. This mechanism is similar to procedure calls in programming languages and parameterization of the behavior is possible via input and output parameters.
Characteristics
The sub-routines aim at reusing a sub-tree in a task model. A group of tasks (represented as a tree) might have to be performed in multiple occasions with very little differences which are depending on some values and represented as pre and post conditions. The sub-routine makes it possible to describe recurring behaviors and to describe explicitly the parameters and how they influence the task model behavior.
Advantages and Limitations
• The grouping of a sub-tree of a task model into a sub-routine. It thus makes it possible to reuse the same sub-tree in one or several task models.
• The parameterization of a sub-tree by using parameters (both at input and output level) so that the sub-tree can represent a slightly different behavior. Input parameters are used as preconditions in some of the sub-tasks to describe conditional execution of tasks, while output parameters are used for describing different outcomes when tasks are executed.
• The identification of activities that operators perform in different contexts but are recurrent in their work (or the domain in which they operate). For instance, to report an incident each time it occurs might have a similar structure but it can appear as a sub-goal of another activity (monitoring the system for instance). In such case, incident reporting would not be a full task model but a sub-tree that has to be duplicated in every context where this activity has to be performed.
• This structuring mechanism reduces the models' size but, from the point of view of the HAMSTERS' user, it diminishes the global understanding of the model (the global hierarchical view is split into several models).
• Such structuring mechanism requires skills and knowledge in task engineering, in order to be able to select the sub-tree that should become a sub-routine and to be able to select and describe its parameters.
Description in HAMSTERS
A sub-routine is a group of activities that users perform several times possibly in different contexts which might exhibit different types of information flows. Fig. 3 provides the description of sub-routines. The icons for input and output parameters are filled if values are needed and computed. In the HAMSTERS CASE tool, the sub-routines are stored as task models but are gathered in the project tree under the same grouping called "subroutines" (see Fig. 9 a) ). The task models are stored under the grouping called "Roles" because they specify the tasks related to a certain role. describes how sub-routines can be called within a task model. That model describes tasks for a ground segment application that is currently used to monitor and to control the PICARD satellite that was launched in 2010 for solar observation. More details about the system are discussed in [15] . The model of Fig. 4 represents the fact that monitoring and controlling the PICARD system is an iterative task. Satellite monitoring and Failure detection and recovery are sub-routines with no input and output parameters. They can be executed in parallel and the second one is optional. . Within the task model the input parameter is used as a precondition (for instance if its value is "low" then the task LightReporting is performed). The output parameter "status" is set to "closed" when task "Register Incident is performed. Fig. 6 presents the usage of input parameters in the sub-routines. Within the alternative tasks "Voltage failure" and "Signal failure" one can see that failure code must be an input parameter. Depending on its value VOLTAGE_FAILURE or SIGNAL_FAILURE the corresponding sub-tree is executed. Both sub-trees have a very similar structure. There might be the chance to specify them with generic specifications. This will be explained within the following sub-section. Having a look at the graphical specification of the task "Record failure" (Fig. 6 ) one can see some further features offered by the HAMSTERS notation that have been introduced in [16] . The rectangles with an "I:" at their left describe the information required to perform the tasks that are connected to them. For example, the human task "Find failing generator number" produces the information "Failing generator number" which is then consumed by the interactive input task "Enter failing generator number".
Generic Components
The third mechanism for reuse is based on the notion of reusable components. The concept of sub-routines provides parameters for tuning the reuse of task models, but does not provide mechanisms for defining generic features of sub-models. Fig. 7 presents a generic task component that provides a general solution for both sub-trees of the tasks "Voltage failure" and "Signal failure" in Fig. 6 .
Characteristics
The goal of using generic components for task models is to allow for reuse of modeling efforts in a more general way than sub-routines.
Advantages and Limitations
• The grouping of a collection of sub-trees of task models into a component. It thus makes it possible to reuse similar sub-trees in one or several task models.
• Identification of repetitive activities within different contexts and contextdependent presentation of the models.
• Adaptation of the components can be performed based on the parameters during design time and during runtime.
• Such structuring mechanism requires skills and knowledge in task engineering, in order to be able to select the sub-tree that should become a generic component and to be able to select and describe its parameters.
Design time instantiation means that a designer of a new model uses generic components to build a new task model. Generic parameters are substituted and the resulting instances are inserted into the main model.
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The component of Fig. 7 is generic in such a way that names of sub-tasks and information (notation element tagged with an "I:" and representing information produced and/or required to accomplish a task [16] ) are based on the generic parameters. This parameter can be substituted during design time, when a larger task model is built. It can also be substituted during runtime while executing the different parts of a model. In this case, a generic component instance is instantiated with the values of the generic parameters that are provided interactively. Assuming that the generic parameter <Pa> gets the value "failing generator number" during design time, the task model of Fig. 8 is the result of building an instance of the task component of Fig. 7 . 
Patterns and Task Patterns
Patterns have a long history both in the area of software engineering (e.g. [11] for the definition of the Model-View-Controller pattern and [10] for the first collection of patterns). They have been reused from practice in the area of buildings architecture where they were introduced by C. Alexander et al. [2] .
The essence of patterns is that they represent reusable solutions to a recurring type of problem. For instance, in the area of buildings, steps organized in groups are a pattern for making it possible for people to go from a level to another one (higher or lower).
This concept has already been applied to task analysis and even task modeling. In such case they are mainly used (as for software engineering) to define a generic solution to a given problem. Paternó et al. in [5] have proposed a pattern called "Multivalues input Task" where a set of iterative tasks are interrupted by a termination task. Such construction deserves the term of patterns as they are supposed to help the person in charge of modeling reuse this solution (a combination of the iterative operator with the interruption one) to describe users' tasks. Other approaches have also been proposed in [8] , [9] , [19] or [24] in order to provide reusable elements corresponding to solutions to recurring problems. The structuring mechanisms presented in this paper are of a different nature. Indeed, they are introduced for addressing scalability and modifiability of task models. Indeed, we don't present how they help modeling user tasks but instead how they can be used for structuring task models in order to ease their understanding, the modification and their reuse in other contexts. These two approaches (structuring mechanisms and patterns) are even orthogonal. Indeed, one could define design patterns without any structuring concepts (as in [19] for instance) or use structuring mechanisms for tasks models without addressing the aspect of patterns to solve recurring problems (as in [15] for instance). Of course, those two concepts could be integrated but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Process of Identifying Reusable Components
Sub-models and sub-routines can be identified based on knowledge of the application domain. Sub-models are created for modification purposes mainly. This can be considered as grouping on the lexical level. On the contrary sub-routines can be considered as specifications at the level of semantics of the domain. They are used for structuring reoccurring activities with and without parameters related to functions or procedures.
Generic components of models are tools for reuse. They are on a different "direction" of abstraction. They or their instances can be on the one hand side part of sub-models or sub-routines. On the other hand they can contain sub-models and sub-routines.
From our point of view generic components can be considered to be specifications on the syntactic level. It seems to us that they only can be developed based on existing sub-models and sub-routines. This was at least the case in our project and is conform to the definition of design patterns in the object-oriented world.
Sub-models and sub-routines were already available while the task models for satellite observation were designed. In this way those opportunities for reuse already found their way into the models. We did not find further opportunities for those language elements after reviewing the resulting models.
However, the idea of generic components was not available at the beginning of the project. The identification of reusable generic components was based on carefully studies of the designed models. As a result several generic components were identified. Their instances had to be applicable at least at two different places of the task models.
At the beginning components with only one generic parameter were identified. Their instantiation was thought to be at design time. Later components with more parameters were specified that allowed more complex manipulations of task trees during instantiation.
The extension of the HAMSTERS environment by runtime instantiation of generic components was a result of intensive discussions after different complex components were specified. Short examples extracted from the case study of the controllers' activities performed during the PICARD satellite mission and are presented in this paper.
The Three Structuring Mechanisms in the Hamsters Case Tool
This section presents how the structuring mechanisms can be used in the HAMSTERS CASE tool [12] .
Editing
Creating a new component is performed the same way as creating a task model. The difference is that the file containing the description of the generic component belongs to the "Component" folder in the project tree (as illustrated in Fig. 9a) ). When building a task model, a generic component can be added by a drag and drop of a "Component Task" from the Palette (Fig. 9b) ). In order to instantiate a new instance of a component, the generic component task has to be selected and a right click has to be performed on this selection (illustrated in Fig. 10 ). After the pop-up menu displays, the user has to select the "Instantiate Component" item, which opens a dialog (illustrated in Fig. 11 ). This dialog window provides support to select the targeted generic component, and to enter the parameters. Once the "Instantiate" button has been pushed, a new instance is created (illustrated in Fig. 13 ) in the project tree (illustrated in Fig. 12) . 
Simulation
The HAMSTERS CASE tool provides support for executing task models. HAMSTERS provides support for editing and simulating task models related to collaborative activities [14] . Task models can be associated to roles and a main task model (corresponding to the highest goal in the hierarchy) has to be defined for each role in the project. The simulator executes all the task models referenced in each role's main task model as well as in its sub-models, sub-routines and generic components in a recursive way. Fig. 14 depicts the execution of a sub-routine and its generic components.
Case Study
This section presents a case study from space segments and aims at illustrating the various mechanisms introduced above. The context of ground segment operations as well as operators' main activities have been presented in [15] . This case study is used to compare the benefits of the use of the proposed mechanisms for structuring and reuse over large and complex task models. Fig. 15 presents a Bird's eye view on the task model of the PICARD satellite monitoring and control activities. Assuming that the generic parameter <Pa> gets the value "failing Tx equipment" during design time, the task model of Fig. 16 is the result of building an instance of the task component of Fig. 7 . The original model "Record failure" that is presented by Fig. 6 can be reformatted by using the introduced generic component (illustrated in Fig. 17 ). The generic component is applied and instantiated twice. Avoiding Mistakes by Applying Components Additional investigations of specified models within the PICARD project showed further opportunities of using generic components. It also demonstrated that such reusable elements can help to avoid modeling mistakes. Within the following model of sub-routine "Failure detection and recovery" in Fig. 19 , another potential generic component was identified. However, slight differences of two sub-trees existed. The two related tasks are "Generator voltage issue" and "Communication failure 2nd try" (in Fig. 15 ). Indeed, there is a sub-task "Create failure token" that is part of the second task but not of the first one. Nevertheless, it came out that this sub-task was only forgotten to be modeled in the first case and should be added there as well.
By a detailed analysis it was realized that the differences were based on minor modeling mistakes and the identified potential component was applicable twice. In this way the careful studying of the possible application of reusable components helps to identify modeling problems as well. The generic component identified from the model in Fig. 19 is presented in Fig. 18 . The rewritten model using the component is presented in Fig. 20 . The model presented in Fig. 20 is more compact than the previous version which was not using the generic component structuring mechanism. This approach provides support for avoiding the minor modeling mistake of missing out a specific task that is recurrent in the models. This can happen if a modeler has to specify the same type of sub-model several times.
In existing task modeling CASE tools there are no features for reusing models in such a way. We argue for implementing generic components in modeling tools like in HAMSTERS. The provided examples are represented with HAMSTERS. However, the discussed principles can be applied to different notations as well. The presented components are still very simple.
Runtime Instantiation
We already mentioned in section 4 the different options of generic component instantiation during design time and runtime. This is related to the different kinds of execution of decisions during design time or during runtime. In case of instantiating the above generic component during design time the contained decisions can already be executed.
However, a combined strategy could be used as well. For example, in Fig. 18 , the parameter <Pa> could be instantiated with the value "voltage" and the parameter instantiation for <subroutine> could be postponed to runtime. In this way the value of the parameter <subroutine> has to be provided interactively during runtime. 
Benefits and Concerns
This section summarizes quantitative and qualitative assessment of the proposed structuring approach. Table 1 presents statistics about the size of models in terms of number of tasks and number of operators. It highlights the fact that the number of tasks to be edited highly decreases when using the proposed structuring mechanisms.
Quantitative Analysis
Qualitative Analysis
The case study shows that the proposed structuring mechanisms provide support for representing complex set of activities related to large scale systems. The components are reused several times in a set of models related to a project but they also can be inserted to a Palette of components and be reused from one project to other ones (as presented in section 4). However, such structuring mechanisms require skills and knowledge in task engineering in order to take in hand the modeling environment and to use the structuring mechanisms.
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